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College Purchases Crescent St.
Homes, Leases Not Renewed
ALLISON PICKENS '12

www.trinitytripod.com

Trinity College Choir
Performs ]ongen Mass

NEWS EDITOR

In late March, residents of apartments on Crescent Street received a mailing
from Trinity College stating that they must relocate next semester as the
College had purchased the buildings. Residents' landlords confirmed, notifying
residents they would not be able to renew their leases for the 2010-2011 academ·
ic year because Trinity College now officially holds the lease to the apartments.

see CRESCENT on page 13

BENJAMIN PATE ' 11 I ARTS EDITOR

JAMES E. KUKSTIS 'IO I SENIOR EDITOR

The Trinity College Choir, joined by members of the Hartford Symphony
0 rchestra, and organist Vaughn Mauren '07, enlivened the Chapel with
the supernal arrangement of Jongen's "Festival Mass."
page 10

Trinity College has purchased a number of properties on Crescent Street, forcing out current renters.

STATE-WIDE PLASTIC RECYCLING IMPROVES
GREG LEITAO '12
NEWS EDITOR

Over 1.1 million people in 64 cities
and towns across Conn. now can recycle
containers made from No. 3 - No. 7
plastics. As of this past Saturday, May 1,
residents of the towns whose recyclables
go to the Connecticut Resources
Recovery Authority's Mid-Connecticut
Project (CRRA) will be able to recycle all
plastic food and beverage containers, not
just those made from No. 1 and No. 2
plastics.
According to its Web site, the CRRAis
"a quasi-public agency whose mission is
to work for - and in - the best interests
of the municipalities of the state of
Connecticut. The CRRA's new board of
directors and new management team
develop and implement environmentally
sound solutions and best practices for
solid waste disposal and recycling man·
agement on behalf of municipalities. The
CRRA serves more than 100 Connecticut
cities and towns. The CRRA also runs
sustainability education programs
through the Trash Museum in Hartford
and Garbage Museum in Stratford."
The new recycling project includes
Trinity's campus, and has sparked action
and conversation amongst students.
"The expansion of recycling to include
No. 3 - No. 7 plastics in Hartford is an
opportunity on which we at Trinity need
to capitalize," said Green Campus Co·
Chair Elisabeth Cianciola '10. "In the
four years that I have been a student
here, we have struggled with recycling:
first securing eight outdoor recycling
bins, then attempting to run a Student
Recycling Task Force for a year, and
finally participating in the national

Recyclemania competition in 2009 and
2010, in part to fulfill the American
College and University Presidents'
Climate
Commitment, of which
President Jones is a signatory.
Chartwells has introduced plant-based
plastics, knowing that the plastics
required to distribute many types of
foods were not No. 1 or No. 2, and previ·
ously could not be recycled. Now that all
plastics (except for saran wrap and plas·
tic bags) can be recycled, recycling is next
to effortless."
Krystal Ramirez '10 also was very
pleased with the recycling changes.
"It's awesome for us environmental·
ists, because it means that recycling is

even easier than before, so when we're
trying to educate the Trinity community
and raise awareness, it's a lot simpler.
We can now just say, 'Recycle plastic!'
whereas before we had to have a little
disclaimer explaining that only No. 1 and
No. 2 were recyclable, which confused
some people. Lots of folks don't have time
to check the number on the bottom of the
container, or at least that's the excuse
they used, so this change is great - it
streamlines the whole process."
This change was made possible by the
efforts of the CRRA and the operator of
its Mid-Connecticut Project recycling

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

On Tuesday, April 20, the Trinity
College
Democrats
welcomed
Connecticut gubernatorial candidate
Ned Lamont to speak in the Washington
Room. The conversation-style forum
brought together students and members
of the Trinity campus to learn about
Lamont's campaign. The audience was
able to ask Lamont a series of questions,
and Lamont especially focused on the
state government's role in retaining col·
lege graduates in Connecticut, said Will
Yale '12, President of the Trinity
Democrats.
Lamont is currently seeking nomi·
nation from the Democratic party along

Obama, and
the Jo-Bros
NICOLE DUBOWITZ '10
FEATURES EDITOR

with four fellow Democrats, including
former Stamford Mayor Dannel Malloy,
Simsbury First Selectwoman Mary
Glassman, health care activist Juan
Figueroa, and the Ridgefield First
Selectman Rudy Marconi. First the first
time since 1994, there is not an incum·
bent running for the governor's seat.
According to the Trinity College Web
site, Lamont "decried the exodus of col·
lege graduates from Connecticut."
Lamont's proposed solution is a greater
emphasis on the sciences, technology,
and engineering so that recent gradu·
ates can get jobs in state and help
Connecticut companies grow. The end
result of this process would be a "jump·

Last Saturday night, President
Obama spoke at the White House
Correspondents Association dinner, and
made a joke in regard to a few of his
guests:
"[The] Jonas Brothers are here,
they're out there somewhere," he said.
"Sasha and Malia are huge fans, but
boys, don't get any ideas. Two words for
you: predator drones. You will never see
it coming. You think I'm joking?"
This might have been taken as your
typical over-protective father joke, with
a little Leaderof·the· Free·World,
power-tripping threat humor thrown in.
Except, as the American Prospect's
Adam Serwer points out, "an estimated
one-third of drone casualties [. . .] have
been civilians." (For those of you who
don't know what drones are, like I didn't, they are unmanned aircrafts that
are perfect for surveillance and bombing
stuff.) Consequently, the president has
faced criticism for using the topic of
drones in a lighthearted way.
And, while we're on the subject of
the war on terror, an attempted car
bombing took place in Times Square
earlier that day about a block away
from the headquarters of Comedy
Central's parent company, Viacom. It is
unclear whether this is related to last

see TRINITY on page 7

see WRITING on page 9

see NEW on page 6

Conn. Gubernatorial Candidate
Lamont Visits Trinity College
SARAH HARVEY '11
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Tripod Editorial
We'll Be Back, an d We Wan t You
The semester is winding
down, final exams are upon us,
and this, my friends, is the last
issue of The Trinity Tripod for
the 2009-2010 school year. While
for many of you this may be a
welcome signal of the impending
summer vacation, for me this
last issue as Editor-in-Chief is a
bittersweet ending to a great
semester.
The entire Tripod staff has
worked extremely hard throughout the semester to put out our
best possible product. We love
what we do, and while we may
occasionally complain about the
long hours spent in the office, we
never regret the time and energy it takes to publish a weekly
newspaper for the Trinity community. This is a learning experience for us, and many of us see
journalism in our future. We
appreciate Trinity College, and
the
Student
Government
Association (SGA) in particular,
for helping (and funding!) our
endeavors.
I would also like to give a
shout out to the Tripod seniors.
James
Kukstis
'10
and
Stephanie Apstein '10 both
made significant contributions
to the newspaper during their
years on staff. Starting . out as
sports co-editors in the second
semester of their freshman year,
they both ultimately held the
position of Editorin-Chief. Each

of them worked tirelessly to
iniprove the quality and reputation of the Tripod, and they consistently led the staff with
enthusiasm and drive. From
Steph's in-depth knowledge of
Associated Press (Ap) style to
James's expansive social network, they both brought unique
skills and personality to the
Tripod staff that will certainly
be missed.
Seniors Nicole Dubowitz
and Alexander Fitzgerald have
also made significant contributions to the Tripod Nikki's ability to write spicy ATs and
respond intelligently as Dr.
Trincest will be hard to replace,
as will Alex's dedication to and
enthusiasm for Trinity sports.
It would not be fair if I did
not also recognize the seniors
who are no longer active members of staff, yet contributed
greatly to the Tripod during
their time here. We thank you,
as well, for all of the time and
energy you put into this newspaper. I wish all of the Tripod seniors luck on their future endeavors, whatever they may be.
Throughout this semester,
the Tripod has reported on the
accomplishments of students
and professors alike, from fellowship grants to senior thesis
presentations. We have witnessed Trinity's 12th national
squash championship win, an

almost unbeatable woman's
hockey team, and many more
athletic feats. Our writers have
covered art exhibitions, music
concerts, and theater performances. We hope that our contributors have done the Trinity community justice in their reporting, just as we hope that our
writers have benefited from the
journalistic experience. We want
to be a forum for Trinity writers
to put themselves out there and
try something new.
With that said, we here at
the Tripod hope that next
semester we will have even more
contributors and writers to help
improve the newspaper as much
as possible. It's not too early to
think about writing for the
Tripod (look for next year's staff
in this week's news section to see
who to contact, page 7). We welcome writers who can only submit occasionally, as well as regular contributors. Writers have
the potential to eventually
become staff writers, contributing editors, or section editors. As
we lose fabulous seniors to graduation, we hope to get younger
students with fresh new perspectives involved, and it is up to
the Trinity community to help
make that happen.
Have a great summer,
Trinity, and see you in the fall.

-S.E.H

The Managing Editor's Words of Wisdom
The school year is rapidly
Do : Stay up to date on friends. That way, the financoming to a close, and if you're your assignments, reading cial strain isn't so heavy.
DO: Go to the gym when
anything like me, you're and otherwise. I took two
simultaneously overwhelmed classes this semester that you can. As someone who
with elation and panicking required
one
or
more experiences seasonal affective
about all the work you have to Blackboard posts per week disorder once the spring
get done before finals start. and am sorry to say that I semester sets in, I know how
Considering what a terribly have fallen so far behind on important it is to release those
poor student I was this year, I posts for my lit survey that I extra endorphins... which
thought I might pass on a few am still stuck in the 19th cen- makes it all the more frustratwords of wisdom to rising jun- tury. I mean, it's my favorite, ing when I decide to curl up in
iors and sophomores so that so it's not bad in that respect ... bed and eat chocolate whenevyou don't make the same mis- but facing 20 Blackboard posts er I feel sad or stressed out
takes I have. We'll call it "Liz during Reading Days is going instead of running it out on
Agresta's Do and Don't List for to suck more than I can the treadmill. Exercising is
good; it's a natural energy,
express in words.
Success."
DON'T: Order out too mood, and metabolism boost
DON'T: Do homework in
your room. For the love of God, much. I don't even want to (stay away from all that Red
go to the library. That's what think about the hundreds of Bull and Rockstar; your teeth
it's there for. If you attempt to dollars that would still be in will rot out of your face), and it
do homework in your dorm my possession had I decided obviously keeps you healthy.
room, you are going to get not to order takeout on the And even though it's a hassle
either a) distracted, or b) too weekends. According to Nellie to trudge through the snow to
comfortable, which may lead Mae, the average college Ferris in the middle Of
to c) falling asleep. (This is undergraduate has about February, exerting yourself for
exactly why I never finished $2200 in credit card debt. I even half an hour will help you
reading
J.D .
Salinger's can · say from my own experi- to focus and to feel you've
Franny and Zooey for summer ence that sounds about right. I accomplished something.
reading in ninth grade.) It's know that by the end of the
Hopefully you'll be able to
just too easy to say, "Oh, I'll semester I would rather gnaw put some of these tips to good
work on the next part of this off my own arm than eat at the use with finals coming up. I
paper after I take a catnap/fin- Cave, but then I remember all wish everyone on campus a
ish watching this episode of those meals that go to waste low-stress finals week. Hope
'Doctor Who' /play a few when I order out and I start to you can all find a place to
rounds of Text Twist." And feel bad. (And then I get my study in the library! To the
then you wake up or look at credit card bill and I start to graduating seniors ... best of
the clock to find that four feel really bad.) Once in a luck. And to the rest of you ...
hours have gone by and you while is fine - say, once a see you next year.
have gotten literally nothing month - but see if you can
-E.A.A.
split with your roommates or
done. Bravo.
Tripod Editorials represent the views of the executive board of Tho Trinity Tripod,
comprised of the Editor-in-Chief and the Managing Editor.

The Trip# ataf£ wishes~ a productive final eum period and a relaxing
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OPINIONS
The Trinity Tripod

Results That Reveal Our Immaturity
walking through campus, why
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
would they sit on a bus with
them?"
Environment
and
Most of you probably
haven't, but I read through the Recycling: Most frustrating
entire Trinity SGA survey comment award: "I'm a little
results that were recently dis· concerned that you seem to
tributed. I agree with many of think anything our campus
the opinions on campus, and does can possibly offset the
there is always room for environmental damage done
improvement. However, run· by the city of Hartford proper.
ning a college is no easy task. A greener campus, while
Some of the comments made admirable, is statistically
me really frustrated and dis· insignificant. Go all the way or
gusted. So, in defense of give up; don't half·ass it and
Trinity College:
say you did your part." Wow.
Transportation: Firstly, Okay. So we should just give
and most importantly, this is up entirely, then, yeah? When
Campus Safety's mission: "to you grow up and start making
provide effectively a safe, the buckets of money required
secure environment where to make buildings solar and
members of the Trinity com· more efficient, maybe you
munity live, study, and work." should put it towards recycling
They have fairly limited education and effort in
resources to protect a pretty "Hartford proper." Meanwhile,
spread-out campus and don't since we aren't part of the com·
munity
of
like to give rides
Hartford, we can't
because it lessens
Would you
be bothered to do
the amount of secu ·
call Hartford
our part as the
rity on campus.
future leaders of
They're not babysit·
Police for a
this
country.
ters (even though I
ride to CVS?
Media:
Yowza.
bet they often feel
If you feel
While
I
agree
that
like it). Learn some
unsafe, call
the
Tripod
has
responsibility.
Campus
taken a significant
Would you call
Safety.
drop in quality
Hartford Police for
Otherwise,
(sorry,
friends),
a ride to CVS? If
figure it out
non· Tripod· staff
you feel unsafe, call
or plan
Campus
Safety.
are welcome to
ahead.They
submit articles.
Otherwise, figure it
have enough
I've
covered
out or plan ahead.
to do. They're
events a couple of
They have enough
times and it felt
to do. They're not a
not a taxi
awesome. So com·
taxi service. Don't
service.
forget that we're in
ments like this are
very hypocritical:
a city, however
small it may be, and we're not "I know the Tripod writers say
exempt from having to take we should be contributing if we
safety precautions. A little have issues, but I think the
common sense: walk in groups, writing quality is extremely
use the blue light system, don't poor." So you won't try to make
get so drunk that you aren't it better, but you won't stop
safe, pay attention to the e· saying it sucks? I will agree
mails Campus Safety sends us, with one commenter who reit·
erated the fact that the Tripod
and look out for each other we're all students here, so even is often the only bridge that
students
and
if you're not friends, you're prospective
have
to
part of the same community. alumni/trustees
No one is invincible. If any· Trinity. Why don't we offer
thing, we should encourage the journalism classes?
Entertainment :
80s
college to have two separate
departments: one for trans· Dance. It's still here because
portation, and one for actually it's a classic and people go all
protecting the campus. One of out for it.
Food: Yes, it could be bet·
the more contradictory com·
ments: "I have to wait outside ter. But trying to guess how
for the shuttle for a long time, many people will want what
which I see as more dangerous for every meal is hard - obvi·
than walking. Often I end up ously not every single student
walking across campus by goes to Mather, so it's definite·
myself because I am afraid to ly a balancing act. The Bistro
wait for the shuttle." Why are salad bar closes early (and has
you walking somewhere alone for years, by the way) so associ·
to begin with? Also, there is a ates can clean up, take care of
GPS map of the routes so you the food properly for the next
could wait inside until it's day - especially fresh produce
like salad, and leave at a rea ·
nearly at your stop.
The following really made sonable hour. It's not mindless:
me angrier than the other; peo· if very few students use the
ple wonder why we have a poor salad bar at 9:45 p.m. then
relationship with Hartford? "In why leave it open? Trinity can't
reality Trinity kids will not afford to cater to one student
take the bus ... most Trinity at a time, it can afford to cater
kids can't deal with 'locals' to a community. Dining Dollars
SARAH THAYER '10

can only be used in Chartwells
locations because
they're
Chartwells sponsored. If you
don't want to carry cash
around or you have the
Traditional Plan, put money on
Bantam Bucks. The Cave has
tons of recycling walk
around the corner to the couch
area and all the bins are there.
My favorite comment: "Stop
spraying food with laxatives."
As far as creativity, sometimes
this is where Chartwells has
the best success: if it's not pop·
ular, don't try it again. If it is,
awesome! They usually keep it
to one station when they're
"playing." One day I saw avo·
cado BLTs; my mouth still
waters thinking about it.
S GA: Oi. Between the
Tripod and the students - let
it go! The SGA obviously does
not allow drunk members to
show up at meetings. This has
been beaten into the ground for
no good reason whatsoever.
Please, please, for everyone's
sake: let it go. Every student
here is first and foremost a stu·
dent, learning and making
mistakes just like you. Also,
the minutes are posted pretty
frequently on www.trinitys·
ga.com.
Dorms/Facilities: To the
high-expectations-freshman:
"Little dorms should be sin·
gles." I cringed at the word
"dorm" in place of "room" but I
get your point. And laugh.
Good luck. It gets better the
longer you're here - it's a lot of
learning how much you really
need at college and how to
organize your stuff. And for the
person who can't make tea
unless they go to the Cave:
why not? Microwaves or
friends with microwaves, and a
cheap mug. Welcome to col·
lege/life. To the same person:
have fun toasting your "beard."
Academic: I've loved most
of my classes here. Students,
you make your own grades, not
the professors. "I think some
teachers do not entirely understand that a B is not a good
grade, especially when apply·
ing to top post grad programs."
Besides, grades aren't every·
thing. Learning how to think is
the most important skill you
can learn in college. Someone
had an awesome idea to have
placement exams for math/sci·
ences - which would be great!
I'm not a math person, so hav·
ing a class of a slightly lower
level would be really helpful
and still get my requirements
done.
Again, I agree with many of
the responses in the survey,
but obviously disagree with
some. Trinity is a small liberal
arts college, not a huge university, and we simply don't have
enough students or the money
to warrant having things open
24/7 or staff waiting around
"just in case." In short, Trinity
students: grow up.

Goodbye To All That...
JAMES E. KUKSTIS '10
SENIOR EDITOR

Joan Didion tells us that it
is easy to see the beginnings of
things, and harder to see the
ends. Our Trinity careers have
an official end, of course: for my
class, that end is in a couple
weeks. It seems to me, though,
that now (and maybe this is just
me) that we are going through
the motions. As Didion further
points out, youth possess the
certain naivete to believe that,
all evidence to the contrary
notwithstanding, nothing like
this has happened to anyone
before.
In August of 2006, packed
into the cab of my father's pick·
up truck with my father and sis·
ter, driving down I ·84, Hartford
came into view, looming bright
in the morning sun. In the com·
ing weeks the fears and anxi·
eties of being a college freshman
would wane; the novelty would
hang around for longer. We
were comfortable staying up all
night to see the sun rise over
the Allen Place cemetery from
the courtyard between North
Campus and High Rise, because
at that point we had all the
nights in the world.
An important other would
draw me out of the library at 2
a.m. in the midst of paper-writ·
ing, simply because the first
snow was upon us and the time
was right for a quiet walk on the
Quad. Walking around the
lights highlighting Bishop
Brownell, careful not to break
their rays, I was incapable of
embracing the mystery surrounding me, couldn't open
myself up fully, couldn't match
his embrace. This couldn't work.
My end here was fast·approach·

ing, his time had just begun. I
hated this person for the time
he was going to have; I pitied
him for not knowing what he
was getting himself into, jealous
that I knew well the naivete
that I saw in him, and knew
that it wasn't going to last.
The time when I could walk
around in cutoffs, a navy blazer,
and repp tie was ticking, ticking
away. The time when I could
wander around campus at mid·
night excited by two or three
whiskey sours simply because it
was unseasonably warm. The
time when I could spend all
night working in the library not
because I had something due,
but because a friend had some·
thing to do and I was hanging
along for the ride. The times
when I could stay in because it
was raining, order too much
Choice One and play too many
rounds of Mario Party with
those friends whose end was
then approaching. Our comfort
was in this easy excess. An
excess of food, of space, of time.
An excess of time.
And now, seeing that excess
gone, how do I act? Do I pay
severe attention every time I
walk the Long Walk, because
there will only be so many more
times? Do I make sure to go out
at all possible times, because
when again will I get to dance
like a maniac surrounded by all
my friends? Or do I simply live
as I have lived for the past four
years, doing my best to have as
worthwhile a time as possible?
To do anything but the last
would be a waste, to premature·
ly call now the end.
Thinking about writing this,
the last of perhaps too many

see LEAVING on page 5

The Shape of Reform
Across the Country
MATT McCULLOGH '12
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

In a speech delivered to the
American Medical Association,
President · Barack Obama
alleged that the current
American health care system
"rewards the quantity of care
rather than the quality of
care" given to patients. Now
that American health care
reform has been passed, I fear
that his concern has been
overlooked. Providing health·
care to all Americans is a
national priority, however
ensuring that the care
Americans receive is worth·
while is equally central to
resolving our
healthcare
issues. Inefficiency is the marrow of the American health·
care problem and it has its
roots in the high costs and low
quality of care available.
The new healthcare bill is

futile in enhancing efficiency.
The most effective aspect of
reconstruction efforts origi ·
nates from primary care physi·
cians. Commonly referred to
as PCPs, these doctors are the
first line of defense against
widespread illness. PCPs, also
known as family doctors, deal
with a constant influx of
patients, and do not reap sub·
stantial benefits (in the form
of compensation) for their
service. They conduct annual
physicals and emergency
appointments when their
patients are in critical need
(often circumventing costly
emergency room bills); PCPs
are responsible for providing a
wide range of medical aid. The
new bill does nothing to better
the conditions for PCPs.
Unfortunately, under the
current American healthcare

see CURRENT page 4
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The Deception of Number Crunching
ALEX QUINN '11

congressionally
mandated
accounting methods, was that
"by cutting out the middleman,
Part of the reason for the we'll save the American taxpayextraordinary length of the ers $68 billion in the coming
recently passed health care years. That's real money," as
reform bill was that it also con- President Obama said when
tained other provisions, includ- touting the new law. CBO
ing a "reform" of the student Director Douglas Elmendorf,
loan industry, in which the pri- who seems to be increasingly
vate student loan companies frustrated with being the pupcurrently offering government- pet of Congress' efforts to create
backed student loans, will now a financial fantasyland, has
be replaced by direct govern- since repudiated those figures
ment loans, supposedly cutting as bogus. According to the The
out the middleman. This would Wall Street Journal, he wrote a
leave only a small private loan letter to Senator Gregg in
market whose loans are not which he says, "that defaults
backed by government (over the could be higher than projected"
past two decades, government- . . . and "that the government's
backed loans have gradually accounting system is specificalcome to dominate the student ly skewed to make direct loans
loan market). According to The from the government appear to
Wall Street Journal, "it's not a cost much less than guaranteed
popular idea on campus. Loans loans made by private lenders."
directly from the feds have been The WSJ further notes that
available for decades, but the with "the feds L..] are now makgovernment's poor customer ing and owning all such loans,
service has resulted in most expect default rates to soar."
borrowers choosing private
A more recent CBO report,
lenders." These changes are not touted by President Obama,
necessitated by regulation stated that in fact "those loans
passed last year by Congress would increase the deficit by
that effectively mandated the $52 billion on a fair value
student loan corporations to basis." Furthermore, an audit
make losses on their loans, prompted by a request from
pushing them out of the busi- Rep. Kline (R-MINN) caused
ness.
the CBO to conclude that the
There has been a disturbing cost estimate for the expansion
tendency by the Democrat of the Pell Grant problem will
Congress to write the health- cost $11 billion a year more
care bill and require accounting than estimated.
For those
rules in such a way to manipu- keeping score, that's a $131 billate
the
non-partisan lion a year lie by Congress. And
Congressional Budget Office's that's just for a relatively small
number crunching to make leg- student loan section of the
islation appear as if it will save much longer, much more
the government money, while opaque health care bill.
intentionally concealing the
This program isn't just ripreality that in fact their legisla- ping off the taxpayer, it is ription will add hundreds of bil- ping off the students it purports
lions of dollars to the debt. The to benefit. The biggest problem
student loan legislation is fur- with Federal student loans, is
ther proof of this attempt to that their policy of offering lowpull the wool over the eyes of interest loans, with hardly any
citizens. The Democrat claim, restriction on amount or credit,
backed up by CBO figures using means that the money borCONTRJBUTING WRITER

rowed by students appears to be
"free" or at least very "cheap."
This appearance only allows
colleges to raise tuition, as the
burden appears to be on the
Federal balance sheet, not the
student, so that students do not
resist tuition increases very
much. Yet, the student ultimately has to pay back these
loans. Even if the inte:r:est rate
is very low, the average principal needing to be paid back will
continue to increase as tuition
rates increase. As The Wall
Street Journal writes, "not that
students will actually benefit
from this subsidy explosion.
Colleges have reliably raised
prices to capture every federal
dollar earmarked for education
financing." If you are looking
for an explanation as to why
tuition has skyrocketed in
recent years, look no further
than the gradually increasing
government role in the issuance
and backing of student loans.
This trend is set to get dramatically worse. The only way to
restore sanity to tuition rates is
the opposite course taken by
Congress; allow the free market
to set the true value for education.
One outspoken critic of the
federal student loan program is
Peter Schiff, a candidate for the
Republican nomination for US
Senate here in Connecticut,
who correctly predicted the
recent collapse of the housing
market and recession years
before experts admitted the
seriousness of the situation,
now predicts that we are about
to "get the most expensive education in the world, based on
this crazy policy.
Unfortunately, there are few
people in Congress with the economic sense and integrity of
Peter Schiff. The Democrats
would rather sell a happy lie
than face the sad truth that
their policies are unnecessarily
bankrupting this nation.

Current State of the PCP In Society
continued from page 3
structure, the primary care
provider is at a steep disadvantage.
Balancing high
patient volume and low compensation (on a per patient
basis) in comparison with
other doctors, today's PCPs
struggle to re-pay medical
school loans and to afford staggering malpractice insurance.
To cope with these obstacles,
PCPs are forced to sacrifice
the quality of care to adjust to
the stimulations of our
American health care system.
Insurance
companies
aggravate
the
problem.
Bullied by insurance companies and the American health
care system itself, today's
PCPs are simply overworked.
The pressure of seeing at least
30 patients a day poses challenges for primary caregivers
to give their undivided attention to their patients. It is
impossible to prescribe the
appropriate care when a doc-

tor has less than 20 minutes to
examine
each
patient.
Insurance paperwork further
decreases the time allocated
for each patient. Such large
numbers of patients (which
only increases due to the dwindling numbers of PCPs) makes
the system even more inefficient for individual patients.
In addition to the extensive
demand for primary care, the
financial burden on PCPs is
overwhelming. How can we
improve American healthcare?
Legislation needs to make way
for PCPs to practice without
constant financial struggle.
Beginning with PCPs and
their incentives, primary care
clinics need to reinvent their
procedures with efficient,
quality care as a top priority.
This includes changing compensation incentives for PCPs,
encouraging team oriented
medical approaches, and providing debt relief to primary
care doctors. America's reformation of health care must

provide for a responsible system that allows doctors to
practice efficient medicine and
holds them accountable for the
costs and the quality of care
received by patients.
Beginning
with
the
enhancement of the PCPs con dition and dismantling of fee
per service costs, the front
lines of health care can be
strengthened and made more
cost effective. Understanding
the barriers preventing primary care providers from
offering comprehensive care is
essential for considering the
ways in which health care
reform can help Americans
pay less for health care and
obtain better treatment. The
most urgent change that needs
to transpire is for primary care
to advance is payment reform.
This includes the way all doctor's paychecks are determined, especially PCP income
and the "fee per service" system of care that is currently
established.

The Skill Set That
Professionals Value
news is that liberal arts institutions are not doomed to
extinction. The liberal arts
As the summer draws education is an inherently
near, many of us shift from practical one in the long run.
the mindset of a student to It is held in high regard, and
that of an employee, either on it aims to produce critical
a permanent or temporary thinkers, not exclusively techbasis.
Whether it is an nocrats. Still, liberal arts
internship or a full-time posi- institutions must realize
tion, most students ·Seeking changing climates and acclisome form of employment will mate appropriately.
have to bridge the gap
In a sense, liberal arts colbetween the liberal arts edu- leges are like newspapers: the
cation and the work of a tech- format must evolve to keep ~P
nocrat - a gap that in my with other mediums, but the
mind has become increasingly substance
is
timeless.
wide over time.
Essentially, our college and
There will always be a colleges like ours must keep
place and fondness for a liber- up with the demand of
al arts education; however, employers. It is vital that we
the real world's increasing consider that our curriculum
dependence on techand our mission
nocracy has, to a
include and priThe liberal
certain
extent,
oritize the liberarts educaalienated the liberal
al arts experition is an
arts-education. We
ence but also
choose the liberal
inherently
institute
proarts education for
grams that will
practical one
two primary rea make our graduin the long
sons: the first is
ates marketable
run. It is
pragmatic, the secto
the profesheld in high
ond philosophical.
sionalized
world.
regard and it
First, at the tenWe are strugaims to proder and impressiongling with the
duce critical
able age of 18, we
latter half.
thinkers, not
believe
or
are
When
a
exclusively
informed that we
prospective
technocrats.
cannot make career
employer asks,
Still, liberal
decisions without a
"Why will you
period of exploration
arts institubenefit us," the
- the liberal arts
marketable
tions must
experience.
response
does
realize
Accordingly, we opt
not
generally
changing cliout of specialized
depend
on
mates and
schools or programs
Trinity's name
acclimate
and
fervently
brand, or intelappropriatedeclare
ourselves
lectual and aca ly.
undecided.
demic endeavSecond,
we
ors. Rather, the
believe that the libmarketable
eral arts education is an answer is: "I have skills x,y
investment. We believe that and z."
whatever profession we ultiTo be clear, I strongly
mately decide to pursue, skills believe that intellectualism
developed through the liberal has a timeless place both in
arts education will prove to be academia and in prospective
an invaluable asset in our employment. It is essential
chosen and presumably spe- and cannot be overlooked or
cialized field.
undervalued. However, intelBoth of these beliefs seem lectualism not supplemented
perfectly reasonable, but do by marketable skill sets is
not
adequately
address deficient, and this is the curwhether the liberal arts edu- rent state of the liberal arts
cation is sufficient, at least as experience.
far as careers are concerned.
Trinity
must
decide
I do not wholeheartedly whether they would like to
believe that the liberal arts make it their responsibility to
education is a hindrance in prepare students for the workthe job market; however, I do ing world. If the answer is yes
believe that those who have (and presumably it is), they
specialized skills at younger must re-evaluate their methages are being handed an ods. As of now, the liberal arts
advantage that is growing at education seems to ignore the
an increasing rate. This is the increasing demand for technoresult of a number of factors, cratic, professionalized skills.
most of which are exacerbated In an almost smug fashion,
by the recession, including an the liberal arts education proincreased reliance on technol- motes intellectualism while
ogy-related skills and a pref- professionalized programs are
erence on the part employers giving students a competitive
not to have to train employ- advantage in the job market
ees.
through practical and releWhen entry-level positions vant training. It is of considhave qualification stipula- erable concern that if liberal
tions, there is an inherent arts institutions do not adapt,
advantage to those with spe- intellectualism may suffer the
cialized educations. The good consequences.
ZACH SONENSHINE '11
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
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McMorphin' McCain Is A Menace Determined To Stay Not
Too Long at the Fair
GREG MONIZ '11
OPI IONS WRI1ER

Poor John McCain. The
guy just can't get a break.
Every time it looks like he's
reached the point where he's
politically secure and can
legislate without implications, he gets a dynamic
challenger that throws off
his game.
The former Republican
presidential nominee is now
fighting one of the worst primary battles of his life
a gainst former Arizona
Congressman (and darling of
the xenophobic wing of the
Republican Party) J .D.
Hayworth. Hayworth has
proven to be quite the formidable competitor; he is loud,
unabashedly conservative,
and just exactly what the red
meat primary voters want.
An April 22 Associated
Press article states that
there exists the "possibility
that McCain could lose his
Senate seat because many
conservatives don't consider
him one of their own."
But part of the reason
they don't consider him their
own is because no one really
considers him their own anymore. McCain has constantly had to reinvent himself to
stay alive. And in doing so,
h e's alienated everyone.
One week he's the self-

proclaimed maverick, willing to
buck his party on important
issues when need be. The next,
he's saying he never considered
himself a maverick, forgetting
that he used the term repeatedly during the presidential campaign. The Arizona Republic,
his home state newspaper,
labeled him "a man afraid of his
own record."
At 72, he still doesn't have
the comfort of sitting back in a
rocking chair while the political
barometer outside changes.
He's always right in the middle
of the storm, just as the winds
are blowing against him. I'd
pity him if I didn't find his
actions so hollowly opportunistic.
The irony is that he now
temporarily needs the conservatives - the group he most
recently alienated in the 2008
election as he sought the swing
voters. So he's acting accordingly. But should he win the primary, he's going to have to turn
off those conservatives again as
he seeks a more moderate
pedestal on which to run.
Take immigration for example. Back in 2006, he and Ted
Kennedy were the trailblazers
(or mavericks) who attempted
to throw politics out the window in order to enact lasting
reform. They co-sponsored
bipartisan legislation that
would have established a path
toward citizenship for illegal

immigrants in America while
strengthening border control.
But now McCain come out
in support of the recently
passed bill in Arizona that
makes it a crime not to carry
immigration documents and
allows police the power to question anyone's immigration status.
This support comes from the
man who said, on the Senate
floor in 2007, "we need to come
up with a humane, moral way
to deal with those people who
are here, most of whom are not
going anywhere."
It's sad that we can never
know how John McCain really
feels. Did he support reform in
2006 because he believed in it,
or because he saw himself as a
national candidate in 2008?
Should he win the primary, will
he morph himself again to get
Latino voters back on his side
in time for the general election?
As he sways, shifts, and
flips, is it plausible that his
whole political career has been
nothing more than a perpetual
two-step to maintain power?
These questions only come
about because of McCain's own
flips .
I echo the closing sentiment
of a recent New York Times editorial on McCain: "It is true
that no election is worth winning if you have to abandon
what you believe." And that's a
lesson that never gets old.

continued from page 3
articles, I couldn't help but
think to Didion, long my
favorite writer, and to one of my
favorite pieces written by her,
"Goodbye To All That." I first
encountered Didion in high
school, and since then have
thought frequently of her collection
Slouching
Towards
Bethlehem. It stood for me as
two things: first as the kind of
writing I hoped to be able to create: clear, succinct, and personal, and secondly as the story of
an outsider looking in, which is,
I suppose, the way I initially
viewed Trinity. I certainly didn't
know what I was getting myself
into, and though over time it
became clearer exactly how to
maneuver in this snow globe, a
fear has always lingered that
what I'm doing here is just an
act, a fear that the things that
I've learned will prove to be
false when I enter the outside
world, that the person I've
become is not the person I think
it is, the person I hope it is. I
look back at my Trinity career
and it's confusing how often
things seem to have just fallen
into place . My roommate
becomes my best friend and my
roommate for three more years.
I go to the Tripod office on a
whim and end up in charge a

few semesters later. The people
I meet on a rare burst of extrovertedness become people I
love.
I think that's the most
important thing I've learned
from my four years here. My
best experiences have been a
result of the simple but difficult
act of putting one's self out
there. At college we're allowed
to trip and fall, because we've
learned the skills we need to get
ourselves back up. To swallow
the fear, to strike forward, to
hope for success, aware that
even failure won't be so bad.
That's what Trinity has taught
me. I came here nervous and
unsure of myself. I had spent
the past four years as a private
person, doing what I felt I needed to do to get by and not much
more. But when I got to Trinity,
I acknowledged to myself that I
had four years here. To do anything but make the most of
them would be, simply, a waste.
Four years may be just the
right amount of time, for while I
will certainly miss Trinity, I
know that I can leave confident
in what I've accomplished, in
the relationships I've made, and
the mark I hope to have left. As
Didion points out, one does not
live at Xanadu, and it is distinctly possible to stay too long
at the fair.

tvijat ~re l'ou most .toofiing
forwar5 to Jlliout §ummer?

"The beach!"

"The warm
weather."

- James Graeber

- Leslie

'10

Ahlstl'&lld '12

"The fact that I
don't have to go
back to college next
year. It's the best
and worst thing"
- Nick Hamilton
'10

"Seetng my friends
from high schooL"

"Not waking up for
Spanish class."

- Julla P&lkowskl

- Matt Cohen '13

"Bating lobster."

-Nora
MQClosltey '12

'13

"Getting off of

"Hitting the range
all day, everyday."

- Justin Harnett
'12

"Starting a family."
- Leigh Kaplan '10
and Nat&lle
Kinder '10

work, 1f I have a
job and doing what
I want!"
- Sare.h Thayer '10
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New Recycling Guidelines Accept All Forms of Plastic Waste
the Trinity community can also
throw plastic, metal, and glass
facility, FCR, Inc., to find buyers in paper recycling bins, because
willing to commit to agreements Hartford started single-stream
to buy the new plastic products. recycling in 2009."
Items that still are unacThe revenues created by the
processors purchasing the new ceptable include foam plastics,
plastics enables the CRRA to such as Styrofoam, plastic film,
operate the recycling program including sandwich bags, drywithout charging towns a dis- cleaning bags, trash bags and
shopping bags, any jug or bottle
posal fee for their recyclables.
After identifying commited that held motor oil, paint, antibuyers of the plastics, the freeze, fertilizers, or insectiCRRA Board of Directors cides, and plant and seedling
approved the purchase of new pots and trays.
equipment needed to manage
The inclusion of the new
and sort the additional materi- plastics marks the fourth major
als. In early April $65,000 expansion of the CRRA's Midworth of equipment was pur- Connecticut Project recycling
program since 2005. In 2005
chased and installed.
Items now accepted under magazines, catalogs, junk mail,
the new project include ketchup computer paper, and other
bottles, plastic ice cream con- types of mixed paper were
tainers, yogurt cups, margarine included into the acceptable
tubs and lids, cream cheese tubs recyclable category. In 2007
and lids, lunchbox·size pudding oversized glass, boxboard or
and gelatin cups, sour cream chipboard, aerosol cans, and
tubs - for the most part any- metal or plastic containers were
thing that used to contain food added, and in 2008 the CRRA
and is made of plastic. For stu- introduced the single-stream
dents, this expansion will make recycling to Connecticut so that
recycling even easier than in items were not specific to cer
tain recycle bins.
the past.
The CRRA hopes that the
"An entire yogurt container,
including the foil cover, can now expansion of its acceptable plasbe recycled, as can plastic to-go tics will continue to bring succontainers from the Cave and cess to its efforts to increase
Bistro, and disposable plastic recycling. Since the CRRA
cups," said Cianciola. "If a plas- launched a residential electrontic, metal, and glass recycling ics recycling collection in 1999,
bin is overflowing, members of almost 6 million pounds of old
continued from page 1
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Trinity College Professor of
Religion and International
Studies Leslie Desmangles
was the keynote speaker on
Tuesday, April 20 at the 13th
Annual
Immigrant
Day
Ceremony at the state Capitol.
The event was co-sponsored by
Secretary of the State Susan
Bysiewicz and the Connecticut
Immigrant
and
Refugee
Coalition.
The event honored immigrants who have had a significant impact on their communities as well as the entirety of
the state's immigrant population.
Bysiewicz as well as
Desmangles honored those in
attendance by reminding
them that as immigrants they
have had to struggle in many
ways and as a result have a
duty to hold onto their traditions and pass them on to
future generations.
Desmangles spoke of the
famous inscription by Emma
Lazarus on Ellis Island which
reads "Give me your tired,
your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe free" as
a reminder of the historical
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COURIBSY OF Connecticut Resources Recovery Authority Press Release

A graph from the CRRA's press release displays the success of the Mid-Connecticut Project's recycling rate for the past 18 years.

or broken televisions, VCRs,
computers, cell phones, and
other devices have been collected. In 2008 and 2009 the CRRA
rebated over $1.2 million to
Mid-Connecticut Project towns
for recyclables collected, and
last year the Trash Museum
and Garbage Museum run by
the CRRA reached an all-timehigh of 56,000 visiters.
The CRRA also is in charge
of the state Solid Waste
Management Plan, which "calls
for increasing the state's recycling rate from its current level
of about 30 percent to 58 percent by the year 2024. The
state's recycling rate includes
items not managed by CRRA,-

Professor Desmangles Speaks at Capitol
ANNIE VAUGHN '12

,
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significance that comes along
with being an immigrant in
this country.
Desmangles himself is an
immigrant from Haiti and it
took him 16 years to decide to
become an American citizen.
His decision came along with
the realization that becoming
an American citizen didn't
mean giving up his identity,
but rather bringing something
new to his identity while still
maintaining an appreciation
and loyalty to his cultural
COURIBSY OF www.trincoll.edu
roots.
He now teaches at Trinity Prof. Desmangles spoke on immigration.
where he tries to encourage
students to appreciate and ers in their position "fit in"
acknowledge the important and to grab hold of the
role religion plays in shaping American dream.
the cultures of the world. He
The ceremony acknowlmentioned many of these edged the important role
beliefs when he addressed immigrants have played in
those in attendance at the cer- shaping this nation's history
emony.
while also inviting those new
He encouraged everyone to to this country to participate
participate in civil responsi- in the opportunities available
bilities and vote. He advocated to them. Professor Demangles,
a patriotic appreciation for one of Trinity's own, provided
this country while also men- the immigrants at the ceremotioning the importance of ny with the inspirational
holding on to one's ancestry.
example of his own life and
His speech was inspiring paid tribute to the immigrants
and told the 14 immigrants in · within our population who
attendance that their most have helped define our
important duty is to help oth- nation's identity.

such as deposit container
redemption, composting of
grass clippings, yard waste and
food, and recycling of other commodities including scrap metal,
waste oil, lead-acid batteries."
Although it may have a slow
start, Cianciola and Ramirez
hope that the new project will
eventually lead to a more
prominent sense of environmentalism on campus.
"Sorting through the trash
cans on the quad on Saturday, I
put everything I found except
for Styrofoam coolers, Cave and
Bistro beverage cups, and food
scraps into clear bags for recycling," said Cianciola.
Recycling is on~bes

ways to make even a small difference, which is why we
encourage it so," said Ramirez.
''We really hope Trinity's frater
nities will embrace the change,
as they are huge consumers of
Solo cups, made of No. 5 plastic.
Before, they were not recyclable, but now they are, so it'd be
great to no longer see those in
the trash. Chartwells containers from the Bistro and Cave
are another big deal - again,
before they were not recyclable;
now, they are. Due to the
expected increase in volume of
recycling, we also hope to see
the College invest in more recycling bins, especially outdoor
Giles .. : ! - - -

-

DARTFORD POlICE
UPDATE
May2:
Two teenage boys were taken to Hartford
Hospital for minor injuries after being struck
by a dark-green Honda at 10 p.m. at
Farmington Avenue and Broad Street. The
driver was supposedly talking on her cell
phone and drove away after hitting the boys.

April 29:
The owners of the Broad Street Supermarket,
Vine Street Supermarket and Hartford Food
Market were arrested after police discovered
they were selling illegal tobacco and hard
liquor without permits. Thousands of untaxed
cigarettes and 280 bottles of liquor were
seized from the three businesses during
inspections by vice and narcotics detectives
and agents from the state Department of
Revenue Services and the Liquor Control
Division.

~
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Trinity College Democrats
Host Candidate Ned Lamont
continued from page 1
start" to the state's economy.
Lamont said to the Trinity students,
"We have one of the best university syst em s in the world right here in
Connecticut. I want to convince you to
st ay."
Lamont a lso explained "how his
background in business and education
differentiate him from his competition," Yale said. Lamont is a businessman from Greenwich, and his only previous political experience is holding a
seat on the Greenwich Board of
Selectmen. He ran against Democrat
Joseph I. Lieberman for the party's
nomination in the 2006 U.S. Senate
race,
ultimately losing to
an
Independent Lieberman in the general
election.
Lamont highlighted his business
background, saying that "Connecticut
needs a CEO" and that he could "shake
things up" because he does not fit the
stereotype of the typical Democratic
politician.
Yale said he "personally thought
Ned clearly articulated why he wants
to be the next governor of Connecticut.
In his talk, he stressed some of the differenced between his 2006 U.S. Senate
run and his current gubernatorial run."
Yale explained that Lamont' s
change in focus coincides with changes
in national and state concerns. "A large
part of his previous senate run ...
focused on his opposition to the Iraq
War," Yale explained. "With the onset of
the recession, Ned said that he wanted
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Ned Lamont spoke in Mather Hall on April 20.

to use the policy tools available to t h e
state government in order to improve
Connecticu t's econ omic ou tlook a n d
unemployment figures."
Neither
t he
Trin ity
College
Democrats nor the College Democrats
of Connecticut have en dorsed a can didate in the primary race. Lamont urged ·
the students at the talk, . and college
students in general, to get involved in
this year's election. "We need you more
than ever to sink your teeth into some
really complicated issues," he said.
Lamont is currently in a tight race.
According to a Rasmussen Reports telephone survey released on April 7,
Republican Thomas Foley led Lamont
44 percent to 37 percent. This is a
switch from a February poll in which
Lamont was ahead of Foley 40 percent
to 37 percent. The primary election (or
both parties will be held on August 10.
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Spring 2010 Finals Schedule

The Gavel: SGA This Week

May 10
Monday

Mav 11
Tuesdav

Mav 12
Wednesdav

Mav 13
Thursdav

Mav 14
Fridav

9:00AM

9:00AM

9:00AM

9:00AM

9:00AM

TR

Ecomomics

MWF

TR

TR

2:55

101 & 301

10:00

1 :30

9:25

to

All Sections
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to
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10:50

2:45

10:40

This Week the SGA has ·
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... Finalized the SGA's budget for next year,
allocating the Student Activities Fund to various student organizations and student initiatives.
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12:00 PM

12:00 PM

12:00 PM

MWF

MWF

MW/MF orWF

MW

M

11 :00

12:00

2:40-3:55

8:30 - 9:45

1 :15-3:55

... Convinced the Administration to restore $20
worth of printing dollars to every student next
semester and begin work on creating a new
system that will make printing cheaper for
students.
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or

11 :50

12:50
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9:00 - 9:50
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... Held the first-ever College Community Fair
on April 29, which provided an opportunity
for stu~ent groups to.showcase their achievements this past year. The SGA awarded $250
to TCERT for their contribution to the Trinity
community and $250 to M.D. Fox Mentoring
Program for their contribution to the
Hartford community.
... Held a successful Spring Weekend.
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Four Years at Trinity: Experience of the Class of 2010
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JAMES E. KUKSTIS '10
SENIOR EDITOR

Walking around campus it is difficult to not notice the many gifts given
by past graduating classes and alumni. The plaques are everywhere, from
the flower pots near the upper
entrance to the Library to trees by the
Bistro, pews in the Chapel to the
Chapel itself. It is an obvious statement to make, but it is the role of students who spend four years of their
lives here to make their mark. The
work done by members of the class of
2010 throughout the school has
already had significant effect, just in
the time that we've been here. I
thought it might be interesting, and a
little bit fun, to take a look through
the Tripod archives since my class
arrived in Hartford, to see a few of the
changes we've made, and to see those
experiences that have made this
Trinity experience our own.
Perhaps the biggest story in
September 2006 was the beginning of
the Trinity Housing crisis. The Class
of 2010 was then the largest incoming
class in Trinity's history, at 611 students. There was simply not enough
room on campus, and upperclassmen
were forced to live at the Connecticut
Culinary Institute (CCI) on the corner
of Sigourney Street and Farmington
Avenue, which would go down in lore
as one of the worst places to live. The
school had only reserved enough on campus beds for 550 First-years. By
the start of the Spring 2007 semester,
all but one student were no longer living at CCI, having found spaces on
campus or off.
This problem would only be exacerbated the following year, with Jarvis
out of commission for much needed
renovation and restoration, and more
students being forced into CCI. Our
sophomore year was indelibly marked
by the Long Walk construction, and
members of our class can proudly say
they were the last to live in "Old
Jarvis ." Though the disruption from
the construction may have been minorly inconvenient, all was forgotten by
our Junior year, when we could finally
see what we had been waiting for: the
"New" Long Walk. We also saw the
renovation of Mather Dining Hall (and
the much-loved, brief cameo of
"Washington Room Mather") and the
construction
of
the
Koeppel
Community Sports Complex.
Our freshman year was marked by
the coining of the phrase "Campus
Climate," which would prove a buzz
word for the past few years. In
response to a series of racially-charged
intolerance issues on campus, commit-
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tees were formed by the administra - won the Women's Henley Regatta in
tion, in which members of our class Henley-on -Thames, England. The men
had
active
participation.
The have also been successful. Various
Conversations Over a Cocktail pro- other teams, including men's hockey,
gram had a brief but successful life, field hockey, football, an men's basketpromoting discussion and interaction ball won NESCAC championships.
among all walks of Trinity life.
Spring Weekend continued to be a
The creation of the Vernon-Allen student favorite, even following the
Social Houses were a direct result of dissolution of TCAC and the creation
the work of one of the Campus Climate of the EAC. The campus has hosted
Committees, and in their short time at T.I., Phantom Planet, Common, The
Trinity so far have proved valuable Roots, Girl Talk, Matt Nathanson, and
and utilized aspects of campus life. this year RJD2, Yes Giantess, LMFAO,
The Fred's first year was also our first Mickey Avalon, and Snoop Dogg,
year, taking the place of the academ- among others.
ics-based Tutorial College. In its four
The campus buzzed about the posyears .it ha cemepted its p~ace in sible removal of SGA-funded cable tel•
Trmity's culture as an alternative
housing community.
While nearly every student will
witness a United States presidential
election during their college career,
ours seemed particularly historic. The
campaign season saw passionate displays of commitment on both sides of
the political playing field among stuDear Dr. Tr.incest,
dents at Trinity, with this newspaper
full of Opinions articles supporting one
My sexual tastes are a bit ...
candidate or the other, and coverage of
unconventional.
I'm into S&M, but
major candidate's visits to Hartford
not
just
the
normal
blindfold and toy
during primary season. Students
handcuff
bullshit.
I like being
proudly bore "I Voted" stickers on
whipped,
gagged,
and
choked ...
Election Day, and Obama racked up 92
hard.
I
also
want
to
try
some fire
percent of votes in Hartford on his way
play.
How
can
I
find
others
like me
to victory that night. For a while, it
at
Trinity?
seemed as if the apathetic student
body Trinity was famous for was no
From,
longer so emblematic or accurate.
Beth
Atserga
During our sophomore year problems with Campus Safety became perDear Beth,
haps the most pressing issue to students. Forums were held, this newspaRest assured that you are not alone in
per printed many pieces of protest,
your
sadomasochistic
· fetish.
and we saw changes. Campus Safety's
Unfortunately,
they
aren't
always
easy to
v~hicles became more visible with the
just
because
people
rarely
discuss
find,
additional of colored decals and lights,
their
sexual
behavior
in
public,
especially
if
officers' routes were altered to increase
visibility, and the Campus Shuttle they feel like they might be judged for it.
That said, sexuality differs so much
became an institution, particularly
necessary with the expansion of the from person to person, and you might be
surprised how open-minded many people
library's 24-hour zone.
Trinity sports continued to make an are. If you meet a new love prospect, you
impression on the college sports world. don't have to bust out the whips and chains
The men's squash team continued its . immediately, but you can give an indication
undefeated streak for four more years, that you like being dominated with the
and haye yet to be beaten. Trinity's aforementioned blindfold and toy handbaseball had a near-perfect season in cuffs. While you might consider this to be
2008, capped off by the Division III child's play, it could be a good way to ease
National Title, Trinity's first NCAA your partner into what you really want.
'lb find these interested parties, you can
championship in any sport. In that
keep
your eyes open here on campus, or
same . year, the women's crew varsity
can
cut ·to. the chase and check out a
you
eight took first at the NCAA Division
long.
list
of guys who you know would be
III championship, earning second
down.
The
best way to do this might be
place in team points. That same boat
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evision, about Trinity's refusal to participate in the U.S. News and World
Report college rankings, anti-Greek
rumblings continued and were mostly
quieted, and Trinity faced a budget crisis along with the rest of the nation,
watching the endowment drop 30 percent by February of 2009. Trinity continues to face many of the same issues
as four years ago, while some have
been solved and new ones have
emerged. And while many still criticize
our student body for being one full of
apathy, the amount of student outcry,
protest, and movement towards positive change over the past four years
have spoken otherwise. And so until
that day comes when the Class of 2010
installs a bench of plants a tree with a
small plaque bearing our collective
name, the changes we've made can
startd aS' our class ..gift.

Dr.
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through the Internet. Several Web sites out
there cater to your kind of needs, and you
might even stumble upon Trinity students
or students from other nearby schools.
And P.S. - not to knock your sexual
style, but choking is a very dangerous
activity because your partner might not
know how hard it is being done until
there's a dead naked person under him. A
good alternative might be to have him
press down on your collarbones for a similar effect without the risk of death. I have
no idea what fire play is, but you should
probably be careful with that too.
Dear Dr. Tr.incest,
Who are you? We want to send
you a gift in return for your advice.
Love,
The Women of Cook B302
Dear Ladies,
I'm Perrin lli.ncest from New Canaan,
Conn. I received my B.S. from Harvard
College, spent my residency at Oxford, and
spent 10 years as a relationship counselor
at Phillips Exeter Academy, spending the
summers at Camp Waziyatah. So trust me.
I know what I'm talking about. All gifts can
be sent to the Tripod. They know the right
place to put it.

you

Dr. Trincest wishes
a safe, happy summer!
Wrap it before you tap it and don't forget sWlscreen!
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Writing About Politics Proves
a Risky, Sensitive Business

Top 10
Things to Look f«Wlfd
to about Graduating

continued from page 1

as a convincing argument.
Developing a voice is an essential
month's threats against "South Park" part of being a good writer, but just as
from Islamic groups about the portray- there are certain decibels appropriate
al of Muhammed OX! the program.
for the library or Late Night, voice
The strong reactions to these inci- must shift based on its domain: blogs,
dents may seem totally acceptable to · books; and essays all require different
some and extremely disproportionate tones.
to others, but however you view them,
This voice is often determined by
it is clear that political com.lli'.entary is the writer's aim of objectivity, if there
a risky business. Even whep.-an accu- is one. Flibbert noted that in reporting
sation or diss is veiled as sa'tfre, in political science, the aspiration is to be
times of war a poorly-timed coinci- , as objective as possible, if not scientifdence can occur and sensitivities run ic. However, this goal can end up "suckhigh.
ing the life, humanity, and suffering
Who gets to be the gauge of what is out of it." Fear of such a fate might
or is not okay in political writing? Does lead writers to throw political correctit matter if that writing is for a speech, ness to the wind.
a television show, or the more convenAre we forced to choose hard numtional book or article? In order to be be rs and facts or finger-pointing and
"politically correct," it seems that we melodrama? The journalism industry
must always assume that everything today might argue yes. While many
can offend anyone, anywhere. By that political scientists and researchers are
logic we should stick to the facts, cautious about conveying any informa except that as any pundit or talking tion that could be perceived as biased,
head knows, facts and numbers are journalists today seem to have the
conveniently skewable. And we're back opposite concern. With so many media
at square one.
options today, news outlets need to
Assistant Professor of Political compete for readers or viewers, which
Science Andrew Flibbert has written usually means that romance and scannumerous texts on international secu· dal make headline priority.
rity and foreign policy, often focusing
As a result, disjointed, sensationalon the Middle East. As part of the ized news briefs are produced, modi·
Writing Center's "Writers on Writing" fied to fit shortened attention spans in
series, he recently presented on a whirlwind of constant information.
"Writing and the Politics of Danger." They have replaced coherent explana For aspiring journalists or otherwise tions within a larger context, as well as
politically-inclined writers, he asked those objective facts. Politics is conimportant questions and gave valuable densed and packaged to suit the least

10. No more Borbour jockets
9. No more frot coot-troding
8. Nothing. This is miz.

7. Cooking for yourself
6. Voriety in weekend excursions
5. Moking new exciting friends

i~ormati~n
on writfi~g.,agpy~J.Fe~..emp~fo 10>11?i! ~98iWW~& •.a.Y.<l.t11~ rntli,}mH--x ElttlLe
tional subJect.
up lost or md1stmgu1shable.
Flibbert emphasized several prac·
tices that will improve anyone's writing. He said that writing is a process

Whatever the future holds for political coverage, the likelihood of robot
news reporters seems slim for now.

that must be refined to fit the individual, but that it is also done to tell a
story - and when that story is about
political affairs, it must be all the more
compelling to captivate an audience
that seldom knows what's really going
on behind the government scenes. This
means the writing must have the ele·
ments of a narrative, with coherence,
unity, and reader engagement, as well

This
that people,
biases
and all, will be needed to mterpret the
facts and write about them however
they see fit. Optimistic potential journalists can take comfort in more of
Flibbert's advice: at some point, political writers must accept that there is
"variability and division in the field,"
and breathe easy knowing they are
writing what they know.

mea~s
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4. Freedom
"3 ·tnco·mwti (hopefully)
•

2 Mom do·1ng your laundry aga·1n
•

l. Homecoming 2010
No Pcm.ts, No Shirt,

No Problem

Take Him Home
... And Put Him To Bed

You have to admit, it was pretty
Nothing enhances a sense of
hot last weekend, and at one house unity like trying to keep a drunken
party, an attendee was apparently fool from seriously injuring himinspired by the words of Nelly circa self. This feeling was experienced
2001 when he took off his shirt by about 15 almost-as-drunk stuand pants and proceeded to rage. A dents last Saturday night when they
fellow partygoer then had the good tried to keep a crowd surfer afloat
sense to throw said pants-..IT'\ ,. when he jumped on top of
down the stairs, and it is :\..) \..~~ 1 ~}\ .._them during none other
unclear when or i~()
~
' V)'~than John Denver's
he located them. ~
~ --, 1
'<iCountry Roads."
~~llllel!atConquers Fear of

COURTESY OF www.delewru:eonline.com

Obama joked about attacking the Jonas Brothers with drones on Saturday night, sparking controversy.
I

Heights and Nudity

Breaking News: Oiartwel1s
Contains Aphrodisiacs

Nothing enhances a sense of
unity like trying to keep a drunk~
en fool from seriously injuring
himself. Oh yeah, so another
guy put his fate, and naked
body, into the hands of others at
a fraternity party last Saturday
when he decided to strip down
and dance on the roof of the
house. AT wonders who had the
better view, him or his audience
below.

This sassy cashier (sasshier?) has
appeared in the mixed-up files o
AT before for her not-so-subtle
propositions of student diners.
Well, the sasshier (yup, keeping it)
struck again last week after check.,
ing out a young man's Mondo sub,
and then his booty as she asked
him if he would "throw her around
later" once her shift was over.
Nothing like some runny honey
mustard to put you in the mood.

ARTS
The Trinity Tripod

Trinity College Choir, Hartford Symphony Present Festival Mass
ANNIE KATE REEDER '12
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

Friday night the Trinity
College Department of Music
presented the Trinity College
Choir and members of the
Hartford Symphony Orchestra
for their sublime performance
of "Festival Mass," featuring
Messe en l'honneur du SaintSacrement, op. 103, by Joseph
Jongen. Audience members
filed into the Trinity College
Chapel, escaping the evening
heat and the week's bustle.
Attendees congregated from
every walk of Trinity and community life, joining in the spirit of the event. Students, faculty, alumni, and members of
the community packed the
space. John Rose, College
Organist
and
Adjunct
Professor of Music ex officio
conducted the concert. The
audience held a collective, reverent breath as choir broke
into the first notes of the
"Kyrie."
A
Belgian
composer,
Jongen (1873 - 1953) is con-

sidered one of the foremost
composers of the 20th century.
He was the director of the
Conservatoire
royal
de
Bruxelles from 1925 to 1939
and specialized in organ
music. One of his most enduring
works,
Symphony
Concertante, commissioned by
Rodman Wanamaker for his
Philadelphia department store
(now Macy's), is regarded as
one of the finest organ concertos of the century. Friday's
concert was extraordinary in
two ways: Jongen's work is
rarely heard outside northwestern Europe, and, simply,
the
performers
showed
extraordinary talent. The
Jongen compositions performed on Friday lived up to
his remarkable career.
The cool, dimly lit chapel
made for a chilling experience
as the hauntingly beautiful
voices of the Trinity Choir
flooded the gothic space.
Graceful harmony from the
Hartford Symphony Orchestra
accompanied Trinity singers
with a fanfare of trumpets,

French horns, trombones, a
tuba, and Jongen's traditional
organ. The irrepressible lyricism of Jongen's organ music
fluctuated between serene
whisperings of solos to
increasingly aggressive full
orchestra
scales.
Trinity
soloists included Perin Adams
'13, Rebecca Levy '12, Austin
Tewksbury '13, Will Yale '12,
and Stephanie Viall '13.
The concert program for
"Festival Mass" followed the
outline of the old Christian
masses, sung m
Latin.
Translations were offered in
the program for those not too
caught up in the rapture to follow along. Sections of the
mass transitioned seamlessly
between hymns, sung prose,
and benedictions.
Following "Kyrie," cantor
Leo Liyeung '13 led an exalting jog through "Gloria" and
the "Credo." "Sanctus" and
"Benedictus" featured alto
Adams, soprano Levy, bass
Tewksbury, and tenor Yale.
The business of glory conveyed
by the literal lyrics was ampli-

BENJAMIN PATE '11

I ARTS EDTTOR

Trinity College Choir and Hartford Symphony members pause for an ovation.

fied by the combined talent of
the
Hartford
Symphony,
Trinity student singers, and
organist Vaugh Mauren '07,
recipient of a Master's degree
from the Yale School of Music.
Difficult as it is to contrast the
contribution of instruments
varied as voice, brass, and
three-story pipes, a few
moments demonstrated the
professional experience of the
symphony members. The elegant balance of the three
groups, and their clear devotion to the material, was the
strength of the evening.

With Snoop Dogg still ringing in the Trinity audience's
ears from Spring Weekend
past, the enchanting sounds of
"Festival Mass" cleansed listeners seated in wooden pews,
elevating the Hartford chapel
to a realm of peace free from
the ordinary Friday night
chaos. "Agnus Dei," adding
the
alto
overtones
of
Stephanie Viall '13, was anything but a sheepish conclusion. The concert lasted little
under an hour, a welcome - if
brief interlude to the
evening.

Electroacoustic Music Event Produces Unconventional Vibes
and
synthesizer
into audible sound. Klein used soundtracks accompanied the other times he waved it drums ,
around like a wand, manually effects.
the contact microphone to pick film.
J.,,
J
J
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Tom ttusso followed w1tn a p1cKmg up waves that were
uevm uisanto, a ttartt stuup the overtone sJries aiiove
At 8 p.m. on Saturday, May the lowest C note of his tuba.
performance of "Cardew's converted to sound.
dent,
followed
with
Trinity junior Andrew Page Treatise Pages 70-71," a
Returning the audience's "Contrasts." Over a pre1, Assistant Professor of
Music Dan Roman, along with followed by playing his pre- haunting composition written attention to the stage, and recorded track including an
faculty
from
Capital recorded track, an electro-pop by Cornelius Cardew, an introducing the third video of instrument that sounded like
Community College, Central interpretation of soul music English avant-garde compos- the night, Wesleyan student a didgeridoo, Disanto made a
Connecticut State University, legend Sam Cooke's "Don't er. The performance was Akiko Hatakeyama's video· collection of noises by mixing
Hartt School and University Stop the Feeling." Page's piece Russo's electronic rendition of music composition came next. up a pile of wood and by rubof Hartford, and Wesleyan featured a skillful vocal per- pages 70-71 Cardew's piece, a Called "Seijaku," and shown bing together metal pipes.
CCC composition student
University gave music compo- formance by Trinity student work whose graphic score in the dark on a projector
leaves space for freedom of screen, Hatakeyama's video Matt
Sargent's
piece
sition students a chance to (as Shannon Smith '12.
the event's program says)
Mat Ferrandino, a Hartt interpretation.
was an image of a staticky "Riverbed" came last, perTrinity First-year Corey green orb periodically dark- formed by Hartt student Bill
"present some of their recent School composition student,
creations and explorations, then performed his "Dies Trowbidge came next with "A ened by dripping black plas· Solomon. Originally written
including live performance Irae." According to the pro- Day in the Life of a College ma. The soundtrack sounded for a Hartford dance troupe,
works, sound installations, gram, "Dies Irae (day of Student." The recoi::ding cou- like that low-frequency noise this
piece
consisted of
pre-record d tracks, video and wrath) is a 13th-century poem pled the sounds of a college sometimes found in horror Solomon sliding pebbles on a
variety of describing
the
Day
of student's everyday life (tooth films - the kind of noise that microphoned wood board
The Judgment, where all souls are brushing, showering, etc.) makes you feel as if something while also dropping a leaf on
t" was called before God." Once used with an assortment of college has gone horribly wrong.
the same slab of wood, filling
for music featured in Catholic student songs. Tunes such as
Another Wesleyan gradu- the room with what I imagine
student,
Branco a riverbed actually sounds
Mass, Ferrandino performed The Who's "Baba O'Reilly" ate
the Catholics' original theme were featured.
Sekalegga, came next. His like.
The lights came on and the "Babe-In-Arms" consisted of a
So the audience encoun"electroacoustic" is one of on his tuba, weaving the
those vague, umbrella terms. theme through a series of event moved off-stage for dance-hall beat, and featuring tered this extremely abstract,
The range of performances variations. He paired his tuba Nolan Stolz's performanse. A a periodically slowed-down avant-garde version of elecwas impressive, from avant- with a tape recording that Hartt composition student, and sped-up -recording of- a troacoustic music (i.e. Klein,
garde classical, to jazz, to hip narrated "the text of the Stolz's "6/12/09" captured elec- · laughing baby.
Ferrandino, Todd, Russo,
hop, to pop. A crowd of per- poem." The recording included tromagnetic waves with two
CCSU's Pat Kelly, Liz Stolz, Disanto and Sargent).
haps 30 remained throughout, eerie noises one might expect television antennas, two DTV - Ortiz, and Dan Koch came We also encountered more
doing the "in your seat" dance to find in the soundtrack of a (digital television) converters, next with their music-video mainstream versions, such as
when appropriate, and looking psych-thriller film about the a wah·wah pedal, and a dis- piece
"Metalmorphosis." Page's and Cantave's work.
pensive for the more abstract day of Judgment.
tortion pedal, held in his hand Koch's music continued the Both versions seem to point
Ron Todd from CCSU per- (a distortion pedal is a device evening's horror-movie theme, towards a similar idea, which
pieces.
Benjamin
Mansavage formed fourth, introducing the with knobs, which Stolz and accompanied Kelly's and is that technology offers musiKlein, a graduate composition first two movies of the aggressively twisted, creating Ortiz's video of metals under- cians a chance to rethink the
student from Wesleyan, began evening. The first, Beautiful occasionally ear-drum-threat- going
physical
changes, way in which sound can be
into
art.
the
event
with
his Plumage, was a short film fea - eningly high pitched manipu- including a piece of metal transformed
"Physicality Study II." Klein turing mechanical birds inter- lations of these electromag· burnt with a blow torch. The Musicians can reinvent a clas·
performed his piece using a acting with a real bird, and netic waves). Once titled video showed these physical sic soul song, and even let us
piezo disc contact microphone Todd's voice imploring the "2117/09," the date of televi- changes as they occurred, hear the electromagnetic
attached to a balloon. A piezo mechanical bird to "repeat sion's conversion from analog then reversed them.
waves in a room, using some
disc is a transducer (a device after him." The second, to digital, "6/12/09" was what
Trinity
junior
Fadil wildly complicated music-tech
used to convert one form of Catastrophe, was a sequence Stolz called one of his "ways of Cantave came next. He mixed devices.
energy to another) - when of shots showing a cat, the keeping things analog in a some live , jazz influenced
"An Electroacoustic Music
used in a microphone , it cat's butt, and a trophy digital world." Sometimes he improvisation with a pre- Event" was a wonderful sam·
allows musicians to convert Cat-ass-trophy.
Charles left one of the antennas on a recorded hip hop beat, which ple of the extent of contempovibration from solid materials Menoche's vaguely creepy television next to him, at included acoustic
guitar, rary musical progress.
JOHN DOWNES-ANGUS '11
STAFF WRITER
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Dance Company Coordinated Our Friends From Frog Hollow,
With Costume, Choreography Intimate Portraits of Hartford
GREG MONIZ '11 &
JOHN DOWNES-ANGUS '11

SARAH QUIRK '11
COPY EDITOR

Greg & John: What is the most
important lesson for our generation?

ARTS CONTRIBUTORS

Friday, April 16 and Saturday, April
17, the Trinity College Dance Company
held their second annual spring performance in the Trinity Commons
Performance Lab, entitled "A Company
Affair." The Dance Company is an audition-based student organized group that
was created in 2006 by Lauren Kobernick
'10, who is now a co-President with Kate
Bibi '10. The Company is currently comprised of 13 dancers, though one is cur
rently abroad.
The show consisted of 11 acts, each of
which were choreographed either by the
full cast or individual dancers. While a
couple o{ the pieces were performed at the
Theater and Dance Department's Spring
Dance Concert in Austin Arts, and one at
a performance at the Mill, the Company

Outside of Chinese Kitchen on
Washington Street, we met Miguel, a
41-year-old small business owner originally from San Juan, Puerto Rico,
who was waiting for food with his
friends Raul and Ramon. Miguel is the
owner of Travel Bee$, located on 510
Park St., in Hartford, Conn.
PHOTO COURTESY OF LAUREN KOBERNICK '10

Expressive duet by members of the dance company.

fast-paced, upbeat songs, by Creedence
Clearwater Revival and The Cat Empire,
respectively, and had animated performances.
The show ended with a dance by the
full cast to the song "Happy Ending'' by
Mika, sung by Trinity's co·ed a capella
group The Pipes. It was an amazing way
to end the show, and I nearly gave myself
whiplash moving from watching the
Dance Company to watching The Pipes,
back and forth.
Overall, the performance was incredibly entertaining, as it contained a wide
range of dance and music genres, showing off the skill of the dancers. Junior
dancer Amy Almeida stated, "One thing
that is great about the dance company is
that everyone comes from such different
dance backgrounds, with different training and styles, so we all learn so much
from each other. I think the diversity of
PHOTO COURTESY OF LAUREN KOBERNICK '10
the dances within the show is really
Dance members strike a pose in dramatic light.
emblematic of this." This particular show
had many new acts that the audience had included modern, jazz, tap, Duncan, and
yet to see. Some of these included a tap ballet dance styles.
As Theater and Dance Ch.air.
dance to the well kno~ song "Daylight"
by M~tt & Kim (who performed at Spring Professor Katharine Power stated in the
Weekend last year) and a Chicago-esque opening of the show, the Company's dedidance to "Big Spender."
cation and hard work was incredibly eviThe crowd favorite, "Bad Romance" by dent through each of their acts, which
Lady Gaga, which they have performed were perfectly coordinated, from their
at various Trinity Basketball games music and dance style choice down to
throughout the year, was impressively their costumes. It was a great way for the
(thus, terrifyingly) similar to Gaga's Dance Company to end their semester of
music video and was much more dramat- shows, and a good performance for the
ic in the lighting of the performance lab founding seniors to end on. '
than the bright lighting of the loud gymnasium in Ferris Athletic Center. It was
so moving I actually had to will myself to
stay in my seat after the performance so
as to not embarrass myself attempting to
mimic their dance.
In addition to these dances, which
were comprised of small groups of the full
cast, each of the three seniors, Bibi,
Kobernick, and Sarah Blanks performed
a solo piece to music of their choice entitled "Until Next Time." Bibi chose a piece
in Spanish by Carlos Varela, and had a
very emotional and elegant performance,
while Kobernick and Blanks chose more

Greg & John: What were your
dreams growing up?
Miguel: My dreams? To be okay. More
than what I am right now ... I have my
own business. That was part of my
dream when I was a kid.
Greg & John: What is your business?
Miguel: I do auto accessory on 510
Park Street. I do graphics, letters,
rims, tires ... And I like it. That was
part of my dream, to be okay in my life.
So far everything came true.
Greg & John: When did you guys
first experience love? [They all laugh.]
Greg & John: Let's ask it this way:
how do you define love? What does love
mean to you?
Miguel: For myself, it's somebody
who really loves me and be interested
in me. I am not talking bull. I like to be
straight up. Because if I'm going to
give my heart, I don't want my heart to
get hurt. So you doµ,'t look for love,
1
then love come to you.

OM SHANTI OM
Saturday, May 8, 7:30pm

ALICE IN WONDERlAND
ursday, May 6, 7:30 p.m.
Friday, May 7, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, May 8, 2:00 p.m.
Sunday, May 9, 2:30 p.m.

NORTH FACE
Sunday, May 9, 7:30 p.m.
Monday, May 10, 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, May 11, 7:30 p.m

Greg & John: Speaking of kids,
thinking back on your life, when was
the moment where you felt you were
an adult for the first time?
Miguel: I cannot answer that onehundred percent, in the point that I
never had the chance to sit and think
about. I have my kids, I have my
daughter. I'm already a grandpa, and I
love them ... I didn't have the chance
... to think because I was working, and
studying, and doing my stuff. When
you make the mistake, then you're like
"okay" and that was the only thing.
Greg & John: So for you, life just
happened, like a non-stop train?
Miguel: Exactly. I was working, I was
doing something. See, the life was different. It's not like now. Kids don't
care about what they make. They don't
respect. We used to be a kid, but we
used to do crazy stuff and we respect a
lot. We didn't have the power to just go
out. If a grown-up said something, we
bring our heads down and said "I'm
sorry." Kids today, they just hate you
and that's it. That's not right. So it's
good to go to school, go to college, graduate , and have a future, which I did all
my life.

Boogie for Burma Educational
Blend of Music, Art, Activism
BRAD DeBIASE '11
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

On Thursday, April 29, students and
faculty gathered in the backyard of The
Mill to kick off this year's "Boogie for
Burma," an annual event held to raise
awareness and money for Burmese
monks and refugees, and their grueling
struggle against a horribly corrupt legal
system. Under the guidance and knowledge of Professor of Religion and
International Studies Ellison Findly, a
group of students coordinated and executed this cross-cultural event, in hopes of
bringing a mindfulness to the struggles of
Burmese citizens, doing so in the form
perhaps most familiar to Trinity - a
party.

THE WHITE RIBBON
Wednesday, May 5, 7:30
p.m.

Miguel: Make yourself valuable. Not
a lot of kids think that way. If you
want to be somebody, the best way is
to go to high school, graduate, make
your money, and have your future set
up.

"Boogie for Burma'' dates back to 2000,
when Findly lead students in a study
group focusing on sociopolitical issues of
Southeast Asia. Students wrote papers
and shared their investigations on these
issues, including drug addictions, poverty,
and AIDS. Over time, this first group dissipated; and in 2006, a second group of
students aided the revival of Professor
Findly's efforts, continuing to carry out
studies, and culminating in the nowannual Boogie "for Burma" gathering.
The casual evening, consisting mostly
of live music and conversation, was an
opportunity for students and faculty to
mingle, eat good food, and educate themselves on certain world issues. Striking
ethnographic photographs of Burma and
its people were exhibited during the
event, giving guests a visual indicator of

what the event stood for, and where contributions were going. The event raised
$150, sent directly to the benefit of
refugees. Spearheaded by seniors Emily
Forsyth, Rebecca Herrigel, Kristen Liska,
Alexandra Yudkoff, and Elizabeth
O'Connell, the event was considered a
great success, and much gratitude is given
to both the guests for their company, and
to the planners for coordinating such a
charitable event.
Even Professor Findly, the mastermind behind the whole evening, commented that this year it was entirely student run. When asked, she gave ,all credit
to the students for putting in the time and
energy to make it happen and is equally
as excited for the future of the event.
Professor Findly also commented on how
this year differed from years past: "This
year it was a lot less educational and a lot
more about making money," but in contemplating next year's "BFB," hopes are
to make the night equally academic and
profitable.
Embodying the values of compassion
and generosity that she teaches, Professor
Findly left me with this message, ''The
goal is for people to learn to give back.
Many of us have had a privileged upbringing and live privileged lives, but if people
walk away with anything, it is with the
importance of giving back." The night
went off without a hitch and was enjoyed
by all who stopped by- but above all else,
the night's efforts surely made some
degree of difference in bringing about
peace and easing the suffering of Burmese
refugees.
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The Health & Beauty Issue
Now

with

5o % less calories f

uFor Us, By Us: Spreading Awareness of Beautiful People Issues" - - - - - - - - CONTRIBUTING
DRBIFF J. LOCKHEART '94
HANDSOME PERSON
When I first moved to New York for med school, the most salient aspect of "the real world" that
I noticed was the shocking unattractiveness of the people around me. Like you, I enjoyed four years at
Trinity surrounded by only handsome people. The unfortunate truth you

will have to face

uation is that not every place is populated exdusively with beautiful people, as Trinity is.

upon your grad~

In fact,

in most ·

places beauty is the exception rather than the rule. Though there are admittedly a few upsides to this, you

will eventually learn

that it is, above all other things, exceptionally difficult to be this beautJul in the real

world.
The amount of prejudice against beautJul people outside of the Trinity campus is appalling. First
and foremost, the real world is inhabited largely by unbeautiful people, whose appearances offend the ( typically dazzling) eyes of the beautiful on a daily basis. One might think that a portly neighbor or acn~scarred coworker would feel bad about making beautiful people hke us look at their grossness, and try to make up for it in some other way (like by offering to pick up our dry~deaning or something) but this
is regrettably not the case.

In fact,

homely people are often ludicrously and vocally unappreciative of us. It's simply preposterous! I mean, just look at us (and I mean that

hterally as well as figuratively) : even aside from our remark.able aesthetic qualities, we give the world so much. We preserve American values by making
sure that only handsome, confident pohticians enter office (see the 19bo Nixon/Kennedy debate, or Obama's
contribute bilhons to the economy in the form of the fashion , entertainment, and eating disorder industries.

2008

victory over the Cryptk.eeper). We

We show people interesting ways to wear their

hair. Perhaps most importantly, in letting people know that their homely appearances render them devoid of value as human beings, we set the standard by
which all people judge themselves, and thereby act as catalysts for personal growth and positive change in societal welfare. We should be proud!
We are the few, inspiring, bright spots in a grey, flabby, and sartorially incompetent world, and yet, the noble role played by we beautiful people
is a consistently thankless one. Ugly people in the media throw around phrases 1k.e "impossible standards of beauty," "dangerous plastic surgery obsessions," and other such "Fat Girl Rhetoric" as casually as you throw away invitations to Conn Coll parties . The very people we so generously allow to
bask in our glorious visages (and it's worth noting that this is a luxury which, due to the regrettable scarcity of mirrors and other reflective surfaces in pub1c places, we do not get to enjoy nearly as often as they do) vilify and disparage us at every turn. I won't even begin to go into all of the other, everyday
horrors you will discover we have to deal with in the " real world" (the prevalence of split-ends, the stares, creepy hobos on subways, et al.) . Sometimes,
our lives seem downright unfair.
The harsh reality that the world we live in is paradoxically cruelest to we, its most beautiful inhabitants, makes it all too easy for us to sometimes
feel blue. ~ a doctor, I can tell you that "ennui" is the number one most prevalent disorder in our community today. I , in conjunction with the Federation
of the .American Beautiful (FAB), have started a national campaign designed to spread the word about this i;:nnui Epidemic. We have designated M.ay
loth as FAB 's Ennui Awareness Day. Trinity College has a rich historical tradition of handsomeness, and thus I think this is an especially relevant issue
to its students. Fellow beautJul Bantams, take heart. It isn't easy being this beautiful, I know, but at least we are in it together. I urge you

all

to please

show your support for this worthy cause this Saturday by wearing something effortlessly yet impossibly chic.

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT: LADY GAGA IS A TERRIBLE LOOKING HUMAN BEING
Lady Gaga was
recently named No. 1
entertainer in the wo rid by
some stupid publication
that I am just going to
assume was Rhinoplasty
Month~ Thus, I would like
to now use this fo rum to
announce the following
PSA: Lady Gaga is staggeringly ugly. Like, "troll
whose riddle you have to solve before she lets you cross her bridge"
type-ugly. Her face looks like God played a cruel joke on it. Now, I am
not suggesting that this is her fault, nor am I suggesting that we should
be judging each other based on looks. She's an undeniably good pop
singer, and she's made some great songs, like 2009's "Just Dance,"
which BroBible.com dubbed the "for-us-by-us anthem of drunk bitches
everywhere," which I consider a resounding endorsement. I am certainly not disparaging her musical talent.
Rather, my issue with Lady Gaga pertains to her marketing campaign. As far as I can tell, it lacks any sort of coherent theme, instead
just centering around various concepts/nouns like "glitter," "glamour,"
"fame," and possibly, "spaceships." Gaga dresses like something out of
a nightmare Elton John would have coming down from a bad LSD trip.
Were she to acknovJ edge the fact that she looks, as some scholars have
put it, "totallyf-king stupid," even in a winking, tongue-in-cheek way, I
would be tota I lyfine with her. But she does not. She babbles on and on
about how the fact that she glued some stickers to her face and wore a
bunch of Ke mit stuffed-animals as a shirt one time makes her some sort
of avant-garde-haute-couture-genius. She, evidently, sees a direct corre-

lation between her jackassery and her rapidly inflating sense of selfworth. She is sorely mistaken.
I wrote this PSA in order to get the word out about what a charlatan Gaga reallyis. While I doubt anyone sincerely believed her shtick
before, I just want to point out that the reason for it is the fact that she is
unbelievably ugly. She can continue wearing as many monocles and
pantaoons made of asbestos and fishtanks as helmets as her little heart
desires for all I care. All I care is that you, dear reader, realize that the
reason she's holding that teacup in front of her face is because she
looks like this. The more you know!
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Crescent Street Residents Forced to Move Out
continued from page 1
Trinity College does own the residences at 18-95 Crescent Street and
plans on "rehabilitating the Crescent
Street properties for a proposed
College project," according to a letter
residents received from Relocation
Director of the Demarco Management
Corporation Angel M. Lee.
The College is working with the
Demarco Management Corporation in
order to "help minimize the disruption
[to residents] to the least degree possible," Vice President for Finance and
Operations and Treasurer Paul
Mutone said in a second letter issued
to residents on Crescent Street.
Mutone explained to residents that
Trinity has decided to "utilize this parcel of land for a proposed College project." Although details remain scarce,
Mutone noted that the College intends
to "construct new student housing on
this site on Crescent Street" and that
all residents must leave the property
at the end of this school year.
The letter from Mutone also included information on residents' rights "as
a displaced person under a federal law
known as the Uniform Relocation
Assistance
and
Real
Property
Acquisition Policies Act (URA). Under
the URA, residents may be "eligible for
relocation assistance and payment L..]
if the proposed project receives HUD
funding and if [residents] are displaced as a result of acquisition, rehabilitation, or demolition for the project," Mutone continued.
Mutone also stated that all residents would be informed, in writing,
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JAMES E. KUKSTIS '10

I SENIOR EDITOR

Trinity College purchases Crescent Street apartments and plans student residence rehabilitation project.

"of the plans and calendar of the
upcoming relocation" which is slated
to begin in early summer.
Included in the mailing was a packet from the United States Department
of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) on relocation advice, expenditures, and assistance. According to the
packet, residents can meet with representatives from HUD to determine if
they are eligible for Relocation
Assistance, which includes payment
plans, allowances, and other advisory
services.
Students of Trinity College living in
Crescent Street apartments were
given an additional letter from
Demarco Management Corporation
stating that the company needed to
"gather certain information" from students to determine who will be eligible

Intercollegiate
Update

for relocation assistance. To do so, the
Corporation mailed each household a
questionnaire that included questions
pertaining to employment status,
lease expiration date, housing prefer
ences, and whether or not the students
are financially independent. Lastly,
the questionnaire asked student residents to schedule a meeting with one
of the Corporation's representatives to
discuss future living arrangements.
Details on what the College plans
to do with the buildings and whether
or not they will be demolished remains
unknown.
The Office of Campus Life is not yet
fully involved in the project. College
officials including Mutone and the
College's Business Manager Alan
Sauer could not be reached for comment in time for publication.

Contact Ninna Gaensler..
Debs and Elizabeth
Agresta at
Inga. Gaenslerdebs@tri
coll.edu and
Eliz.abeth.Agresta@trin.·
colledu to contribute to

tht News S~tion in the
faU ~m.ester.

News In Brief
Floods Inundate Nashville Area

Failed Car Bombing in Times Sq.

At least 28 people have been killed as
a result of tremendous flooding in
Tennessee, Mississippi, and Kentucky.
Muddy water poured into the streets of
Nashville when rising water from the
Cumberland River overflowed. The flash
flood was caused by a record-breaking
amount of rain the region has experienced recently. Thousands of people also
lost their homes and were forced to evacuate to emergency shelters.

A failed car bomb was found in a Nissan
Pathfinder in Times Square in New York,
N.Y. on Saturday, May 1. The contents of the
bomb included gasoline, propane, firecrackers, simple alarm clocks, and eight bags of a
granular substance. The incident is being
investigated as an attempted terrorist
attack. However, there is no evidence that
the city is in any danger. FBI agents are currently looking for a man captured on a surveillance video fleeing the scene.

Boston Area Left without Water

Monkey Meatballs a Misfortune

University of Connecticut

University of Massachusetts

A student from UConn was pronounced dead at Hartford Hospital on
Saturday, May 1 from injuries sus-tained during a fight earlier that week.
Jafar B. Karzoun, 20, was found unconscious on the ground outside a restaurant on. Friday, April 23. Police have
arrested Edi Rapa, 19, of East Hartford
in connection to Karzoun's death.

At least 12 students from UMass
ere hospitalized for severe alcohol
intoxication on Saturday, May 1 following a school-sponsored dance
party. The students were sent to
Dickinson Hospital in Northampton
and the influx of students forced
Dickinson Hospital to close the emergency room to incoming patients.

Williams College

Bowdoin College

Two William College students
were arrested after Williamstown
police officers found drugs and drug
paraphernalia in the students' rooms.
Junior Jimi Morales and sophomore
Tucker Bair were charged with various
drug-related offenses including posession of a class A drug and intent to
sell.

Bowdoin College's sociology
department plans on offering a
course entitled "In the Age of
Facebook."
Professor Dhiraj
Murthy plans to teach students of
the "evolving organism" of
Facebook and other social media
Web sites such as YouTube and
Chatroulette.

Residents in the Boston-area have been
forced to boil water after a pipe burst causing sewage to seep into the water supply
since Friday, April 30. Officials warned
that if people drank unboiled tap water
they could contract parasites. Although
the pipe was fixed, authorities are still
running tests on the water to ensure it is
safe to consume. The cause of the pipe
burst remains under construction.

Animal conservation group ProFauna
reported on Wednesday, April 31, that a
couple in Indonesia were arrested for
producing meatballs made from protected monkeys. The pair poached dozens of
rare Javan langurs, also known as silver-leaf monkeys,
from
Baluran
National Park. Police found 65 pounds of
meat, two rifles, and a live langur in the
possession of the couple.

Swarthmore College

Marist College

Greece Gets $145 Billion Bailout

U.S. to Disclose Nuclear Info.

Swarthmore College's biannual
"Dash for Cash" fundraiser for both
the men's and women's rugby team
was cancelled this past weekend.
Associate Dean of Student Life Myrt
Westphal noted concerns over public
nudity and indecency caused the
event to be canceled. "It's against the
law, and you can get in trouble,"
Westphal said.

A suspicious person wearing a
hooded sweatshirt was seen wandering the campus at Marist College.
Three campus safety officers
responded to a call of suspicious
activity and dsicovered graffiti on
mulitple buildings on campus. The
graffiti consisted of the word "Zero"
and a smiley place. The graffiti artist
remains unknown.

Finance ministers from the 16 countries
that use the Euro all committed on Sunday,
May 2, to rescue Greece from defaulting on
its debts with loans over the next three
years. The loan package is also designed to
keep the financial crisis in Greece from
spreading to other financially weak countries such as Spain and Portugal. In return
for the bailout, Greece had to agree to
impose spending cuts and tax increases.

U.S. Secretary of state Hillary
Clinton announced on Monday, May 3,
that the Obama administration will disclose the number of nuclear weapons in
its nuclear arsenal, a secret that has
been closely guarded for over half of a
century. The move is aimed at improving
transparency in the nuclear disarmament regime, and to encourage other
nations to comply with it.
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Baseball Team Hopes for Playoff Berth
STEPHANIE APSTEIN '10
SENIOR EDITOR

Two years after winning
the
National
Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
Division III baseball title and
nearly going undefeated, the
Bantams are literally attempting to limp into this year's
playoffs.
With injuries to three-time
All-New England first baseman and 2007 NESCAC
Rookie of the Year Kent
Graham as well as freshman
leadoff hitter Corey Jensen,
the team has struggled to find
a consistent offensive rhythm
and hopes they can return
ahead of schedule.
Graham sustained a fracture and torn ligament in his
left arm when a Bowdoin base
runner knocked him over on
April 2. That has left the team
without its cleanup hitter and
star infielder.
Trinity is 19-11 overall and
6-6 in the NESCAC East

Division, where Tufts leads at
10-2. The Bantams recently
lost a makeup game at Tufts
on Friday, April 30, to complete their conference schedule. They finished they seasonwith six nonconference games.
They split doubleheaders with
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and Wesleyan
University, and won their
other games.
If Trinity can get into the
NCAA tournament, which
begins May 19, Graham has a
tough decision: rush his recovery process and try to propel
his team to an unlikely tournament title, or preserve his
arm for what he hopes will be
a baseball career beyond college.
"I'm not going to come back
and be mediocre," he said. "I
only want to do it if I can produce the way I have been. [...]
It's not, if we get in I'm
back;'it's if we get in then I'll
decide if I can actually do it."
Jensen could return. He

COURTESY OF http://athlerics.trincoll.edu

Brad Runowicz '13 stepped in at first base after the injury to Kent Graham '10.

emerged as the leadoff hitter
during the team's spring break
trip to Florida, but he partially tore his left ACL two weeks
ago when he tripped and landed awkwardly on second base
during a drill at the end of
practice.
Jensen has resumed practicing with the team, but he
will not be available for the
Tufts game.
The sooner he returns, the
better. If the Bantams fail to
make the NESCAC tourna ment, every win will count as
they try to earn an at;large bid
to the NCAA playoffs. In that
case, Jensen will become an
important piece on a team that
has struggled to replace his
presence at the top of the
order.
"Corey was a little more of a
surprise, how good he was [...]
No one has really filled Corey's
void, either. Especially with
Kent [probably] out, just to
have Corey back would seem
like a big thing at this point,"
captain Conor O'SullivanPierce '10 said.
Jensen, who scored 15 runs
in 36 plate appearances before
the injury, is eager to return.
"I'm not cleared yet. I'm
ready, but it's up to the coaches
and trainer," he said. "We don't
want to reinjure anything."
Coach Bill Decker can only
wait.
"If we are fortunate enough
to get into our conference tournament, I think we can win it,"
Decker said. "Right now we are
who we are, and we just have to
do the best we can. We'll go
down with a fight."

Throwers Lead W. Track at NESCACs
continued from page 16
200-meter dash with a time
of 27.07 seconds.
In the men's NESCAC
meet, Williams College captured the team championship, followed closely by
host Tufts University and
Bates College in second and
third, respectively. The Ephs
have proven to be the dominant NESCAC track program, winning eight of the
last nine NESCAC meets. For
the
Bantams,
captain
Michael Goulet '11 was
named to the All-NESCAC
Team for his third-place finish in the discus event, with a

COURTESY OF http://athlerics.trincoll.edu

Paige Green '13 sprints in a race.

throw of 14 7 feet 6 inches.
In another impressive
individual performance, captain Sam Pegram '10 finished
fifth in both the long jump
and the triple jump. The
Bantam hurdlers experienced
some success as well, as
Jason Goodwin '13 finished
sixth in the 110-meter hurdles with a time of 15.92, and
Bill Monahan '10 placed sixth
in the 400-meter hurdles with
a time of 56.57.
On the women's side, the
Bantams were particularly
successful in the throwing
events.
Captain
Laura
Komarek '11 collected AllNESCAC honors for her
third-place finish in the shot
put.
Teammate
Monete
Johnson '11 finished seventh
in the shot put and sixth in
the hammer throw competition. Allison Selby '12 took
eighth in the 400-meter dash.
The teams traveled back
to Tufts for the New England
Division III Championships
April 30 through May 1.
Monahan finished fourth in
the 400-meter hurdles and
Royce Brown '13 placed sixth
in the javelin throw. Goulet
scored points for the Bantams
in two throwing events, . placing fourth in the shot put and

WILLIA.MS cot.LEGE A.t THE'. NtW
ENGO..ND CH)1a..M,PtONSHf PS. HOWEVE~,

WINS SY tffE Otff E" folJp.,_ tPJNltY
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Men's and Women's
Tennis Teams Top Bates
continued from page 16
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with a record of 7-5 and 3-3 in
the NESCAC. The women
recorded their first NESCAC
win at Connecticut College on
Wednesday, April 14. The dominant Bantams won all but one
match, dropping the No. 2 doubles contest. Playing at the No.

Jason Goodwin '13 competes in a relay.

third in the discus throw.
The wome~s ~am a~o
experienced success in the
throwing events at the New
England
Division
III
Championships.
Komarek placed second in
the shot put and Johnson finished eighth in the hammer
throw. In the 400-meter dash,
Selby finished eighth.
In upcoming competition,
qualifying Bantams will participate in the New England
Open Championships May 78 at Northeastern University,
and the ECAC Division III
Championships
held
at
Springfield College May 1314. The NCAA Division III
Championship Meet will be
held May 27-29 at Baldwin
Wallace College.

SEA.SON WITH A
OF 20-14.
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Anson McCook '12 returns a shot.

1 spot, Hilary Hoyt '13 won her
match 7-6, 6-2. In the second
singles spot, Jillian Steckloff
'11 lost the first set before taking the next two, winning her
match 2-6, 6-3, 6-1.
The Bantams recorded
their second conference victory
of the spring in a hard-fought
win over the Bates Bobcats on
Friday, April 23. With the
match tied at 4-4, Frances
Cameron '13 won the deciding
match 6-3, 6-2, at No. 6 singles.
Hoyt and Steckloff also captured wins in their singles
matches. The Bantams also
prevailed in two doubles
matches, as the team of Kelsey
Semrod '12 and Cameron won,
9-7, at No. 2 doubles, and
Steckloff and Arielle Leben '11
won at No. 3 doubles, 8-5.
On Thursday, April 29, the
Bantams
defeated
the
Wesleyan Cardinals, 5-4. The
teams split the singles matches, but the Bantams prevailed
in two of the three doubles contests to take the win. Hoyt con tinued her strong play at the
No. 1 singles spot, winning her
match 1-6, 6-3, 6-2. Semrod
and Leben also won their singles matches.
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amidst injuries,
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Women's Lax Advances, Will Host NESCAC Championship
KAYLA CHADWICK '12
SPORTS WRITER

This past Sunday, May 1, at
noon, the Trinity College
women's lacrosse team defeated
Bates College in the first round
of t h e New En gla nd Small
College Athletic Confere nce
(NESCAC)
tourna ment .
Trinity, seeded No. 1 in the divi-

16-6, and Trinity outshot Bat es
The
by a whopping 37-ll.
Bantams h ad just eigh t
t urnovers to Bates' 14, and
despite an impressive 18 saves
by Bates' goalkeeper, Mara
Krueger, the game was never
really close.
Cait lin Irvine 'll led the
scoring effort for Trinity with
five goals, while tri·captain

COURTESY OF COACH KATE LIVESAY

The Trini ty defense has excelled this year, allowing just 6.93 goals per game.

sion, has enjoyed remarkable
success this season, winning a
record 12 games in the regular
season, and losing just twice, to
Tufts and Amherst. (In a twist,
Amherst knocked Tufts out of
NESCAC contention.)
Sunday's game was played
before one of the biggest crowds
the lacrosse team has seen all
season, and the girls didn't disappoint. The final score was

midfielder Sarah Remes '10
had four, tri-captain attacker
Jenn Calver '10 had three, and
midfielder Alisen Urquhart 'll
added two. Attacker Kristin
Phelps '10 and attacker Hadley
Duncan '13 had one goal apiece.
Assists for the Bantams came
from midfielder Liz Bruno '12,
Calver, Irvine, Phelps, and
Remes . Starting goalkeeper
Gina Dinallo '12 recorded three

saves and was supported by
excellent defense throu ghout
the game.
According to Calver, t h e
team's impressive run is due to
th e egalitarian attitude of th e
team. "Every player is equally
invested a nd dedicated to the
team's success, r egardless of
whether she's a starter, a sub,
or never sees a minute of playing time - our team is essen·
tially classless in that freshmen
are indistinct from seniors and
we all operate as equals," she
said. Good team chemistry is
often undervalued, and it's
something that this team has in
abundance.
According to Calver, the
team's spirits could not be
dampened, even during grueling practices occurring while
New England made the arduous shift from winter to spring.
"We always have fun - even
when we're playing a game in
the pouring rain when it's 35
degrees and we can barely hold
on to our sticks. We all love
seeing the rewards from our
efforts, and because our team
works so hard day in and day
out, we've been able to achieve
such success in the most competitive Division III league in
the country."
It's true that the NESCAC
. is among the premier Division
III leagues in NCAA, and
Trinity women's lacrosse has a
chance to win a title. The
Bantams enjoy home field
advantage through the remain·
der of the NESCAC playoffs,
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The Bantams had a 15-9 edge in draw controls on Sunday in the win vs. Bates.

which resume this Saturday,
May 8, at noon on Sheppard
field. The championship game
will be held the following day at
noon, and Calver plans to be a

part of it. "This team has
unlimited potential and we
plan on keeping up the wins to
clinch the NESCAC title and an
NCAA Championship."

COURTESY OF COACH KATE LIVESAY

The Bantams play at ho me in the NESCAC semifi nals on Saturd ay at noon.

Individuals Fare Well at Doubles Team Leads Bantam Tennis
Track Championships
ANN WALLER CURTIS '12
SPORTS ED ITOR

ANN WALLER CURTIS '12
SPORTS EDITOR

The Trinity College men's
and women's tra:ck and field
teams competed in the New
England
Small
College
Athletic
Conference
(NESCAC) Championships
the weekend of April 24 at
Tufts University. The meet
was the first in a series of
championship competitions
for the Bantams. The men's
team finished in eighth place,
and the women finished llth.
Both teams competed in a

four-team meet at Amherst
College on Tuesday, April 20,
in preparation for their cham·
pionship meet. There were no
team scores tallied for the
meet, but several Bantams
turned in strong individual
performances.
On the men's side, Royce
Brown ' 13 won the javelin
throw, and teammate Patrick
Rielly '10 took first in the
800-meter run. Paige Greene
'13 led the way for the
women's team, winning the

see THROWERS on page 15
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Bill Monahan '10 finished fo urth in the 400..meter hurd les at the C hampionships.

The men's tennis team lost
its final match of the regular
season on Thursday, April 29.
The visiting Williams College
Ephs defeated the Bantams, 63. Trinity finishes the regular
season with an overall record
of 12-5 and 4-4 in the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC), and
will have to wait for a possible
invitation to the upcoming
NESCAC Tournament.
Against Williams, the doubles team of tri·captain
Spencer Feldman '10 and
Anson McCook '12 won their
match, 8-3. Williams won its
top three singles contests, but
Dan Couzens '13 pulled out a
3-6, 6-2, 6-4 win at the No. 4
spot. Tri-captain Adam Lanza
'10 provided the third Bantam
win of the afternoon in a close
match at the No. 6 singles spot,
defeating his Williams opponent in three sets, 5-7, 7-5, 1614.
The team's four conference
wins wer e at Wesleyan

University and Connecticut
College, and at home against
Tufts University and Bates
College. The Bantams shut out
both
Wesleyan
and
Connecticut College, collecting
9-0 victories. Trinity defeated
Tufts, 8-1, but played one of its
closest matches of the season
against Bates, when it recorded a 5-4 victory.
Against the Bates Bobcats
on Saturday, April 24, the
Bantams won the top three
singles matches. Feldman and
McCook took care of their

opponents in straight sets, in
total losing only one and three
games, respectively. In t he No.
3 singles match, Rich Bonfiglio
' ll defeated his Bobcat opponent in three sets. In the doubles mat ches, the team of
Feldman and McCook, the No.
4-ranked
pair
in
the
Northeast , defeated its Bates
opponents, ranked No. 5 in
doubles, in a close match, 9-7.
The women's team completes its regular season play
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Ke lsey Semrod '12 hi ts a backh and ea rli er th is year in a match against MIT.

